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Southern country blues rock groove. Should be in a baseball movie sound-track. Has been played in

numerous Major League Ballparks. 1 MP3 Songs COUNTRY: Modern Country, URBAN/R&B: R&B Pop

Crossover Details: "The Baseball Song" is dedicated to any team, town or fan that "likes to play that ball".

It's a celebration of baseball in all it's forms, at any level. Few memorable baseball songs have been

written. This song is unique in style and presentation and remains faithful to the language of the game.

The groove is a good fit with the ballpark atmosphere and loans itself well to audience participation. It's

anthem-like guitar theme ( set to a bluesy / country / rock rhythm ) showcases "The Great American

Pastime". We're aiming for a Hit "single" but hoping for a "Home Run". Numerous sound professionals

have complimented the quality of the recording and the mix. ( To hear the MP3 clip on this site in higher

quality, select the "Play All Songs" button rather than the individual song name. ) Jim Malahoff played and

coached baseball for more than 20 years. He understands the game and it's lingo and incorporated this

knowledge into his writing of "The Baseball Song". Teaming together their musical talents and experience

of about 30 years each, Wayne Sanderson and Jim Malahoff recorded and produced the song into it's

current form. To date it has been played in numerous Major League and Minor League ballparks.

Sports-talk radio also showcased the song along with a live interview with Jim Malahoff. Pretty good

success for a starter. This song will fly if played at your baseball games or functions. The lyrics have been

left open enough to be applying to any ball club at any level, in any country.( USA, Japan, Cuba, etc. )

Use it as an end of the year gift to your team players. This is a song that is focused on baseball and really

gets you in the mood to play or watch the game. A Chicago version of the song is available through our

website. homebaseproductions@hotmail.com Also, both NY Yankees and Houston Astros versions of the

song exist. However, we are seeking legal approval to make these two versions available to the public.

Check out our web page for updates. Expect to hear more great tunes coming soon from this determined

duo. An album of unique tunes is in the works. Much of it well suited to movie sound-tracks. Others just

fun, enjoyable listening with catchy riffs and lyrics, and a variety of styles. Email us a word or two. We

definitely will try to reply. The Malahoff Sanderband
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